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Nuclear Regulatory Commission Issuances
2013

this book explores the persistence of the governance gap with respect to the human rights
impacting conduct of transnational extractive corporations operating in zones of weak governance
the authors launch their account with a fascinating case study of talisman energy s experience in
sudan informed by their own experience as members of the 1999 canadian assessment mission to
sudan harker mission drawing on new governance reflexive law and responsive law theories the
authors assess legal and other non binding governance mechanisms that have emerged since that
time including the un guiding principles on business and human rights they conclude that such
mechanisms are incapable of systematically preventing human rights violating behaviour by
transnational corporations or of assuring accountability of these actors or recompense for
victims of such violations the authors contend that home state regulation while not a silver
bullet has a crucial role to play in regulating such conduct they pick up where un special
representative john ruggie s guiding principles on business and human rights left off and propose
an innovative robust and adaptable template for strengthening the regulatory framework of home
states their model draws insights from the theoretical literature leverages existing public
private transnational national soft and hard regulatory tools and harnesses the specific
strengths of state based governance this book will be of interest to academics policy makers
students civil society and business leaders

Federal Register
2014

this new sixth edition of a major work by the well known competition law team at van bael bellis
in brussels brings the book up to date to take account of the many developments in the case law
and relevant legislation that have occurred since the fifth edition in 2010 the authors have also
taken the opportunity to write a much extended chapter on private enforcement and a dedicated
section on competition law in the pharmaceutical sector as one would expect the new edition
continues to meet the challenge for businesses and their counsel providing a thoroughly practical
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guide to the application of the eu competition rules the critical commentary cuts through the
theoretical underpinnings of eu competition law to expose its actual impact on business in this
comprehensive new edition the authors examine such notable developments as the following
important rulings concerning the concept of a restriction by object under article 101 the
extensive case law in the field of cartels including in relation to cartel facilitation and price
signalling important article 102 rulings concerning pricing and exclusivity including the post
danmark and intel judgments as well as standard essential patents the current block exemption and
guidelines applicable to vertical agreements including those applicable to the motor vehicle
sector developments concerning online distribution including the pierre fabre and coty rulings
the current guidelines and block exemptions in the field of horizontal cooperation including the
treatment of information exchange the evolution of eu merger control including court defeats
suffered by the commission and the case law on procedural infringements the burgeoning case law
related to pharmaceuticals including concerning reverse payment settlements the current
technology transfer guidelines and block exemption procedural developments including in relation
to the right to privacy access to file parental liability fining methodology inability to pay and
hybrid settlements the implementation of the damages directive and the first interpretative
rulings as a comprehensive up to date and above all practical analysis of the eu competition
rules as developed by the commission and eu courts this authoritative new edition of a classic
work stands alone like its predecessors it will be of immeasurable value to both business persons
and their legal advisers

The Governance Gap
2014-07-11

after ethnic conflict policy making in post conflict bosnia and herzegovina and macedonia
investigates how sensitive policy issues can be resolved in the aftermath of war by investigating
how political elites interact and make decisions in ethnically divided societies focussing on the
interactions between political elites and attempts to reach agreement across ethnic lines in
bosnia and macedonia the book examines the impact that institutional factors can have on
political actors and the decisions they make examining domestic factors and external influence in
politics cvete koneska identifies four key drivers of post conflict cooperation cross cutting
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identities minority veto powers territorial autonomy and informal practices to explain inter
ethnic political accommodation by looking beyond the immediate post conflict landscape created by
foreign peace negotiators and aid missions to the internal political process she shows the real
reasons political actors cooperate and how competing ethnic tensions are reconciled following
ethnic conflict delving deeper into specific policy areas to compare successful and unsuccessful
attempts at ethnic accommodation this book explores the factors behind the different policy
outcomes that sustain or undermine peace and ethnic cooperation in ethnically divided societies

Competition Law of the European Union
2021-03-01

this book aims at gauging whether the nature of us foreign policy decision making has changed
after the cold war as radically as a large body of literature seems to suggest and develops a new
framework to interpret presidential decision making in foreign policy it locates the study of
risk in us foreign policy in a wider intellectual landscape that draws on contemporary debates in
historiography international relations and presidential studies based on developments in the
health and environment literature the book identifies the president as the ultimate risk manager
demonstrating how a president is called to perform a delicate balancing act between risks on the
domestic political side and risks on the strategic international side every decision represents a
risk vs risk trade off in which the management of one target risk leads to the development
countervailing risks the book applies this framework to the study three major crises in us
foreign policy the cuban missile crisis the seizure of the us embassy in tehran in 1979 and the
massacre at srebrenica in 1995 each case study results from substantial archival research and
over twenty interviews with policymakers and academics including former president jimmy carter
and former senator bob dole this book is ideal for postgraduate researchers and academics in us
foreign policy foreign policy decision making and the us presidency as well as departments and
institutes dealing with the study of risk in the social sciences the case studies will also be of
great use to undergraduate students
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Code of Federal Regulations
2013-09

federal cloud computing the definitive guide for cloud service providers second edition offers an
in depth look at topics surrounding federal cloud computing within the federal government
including the federal cloud computing strategy cloud computing standards security and privacy and
security automation you will learn the basics of the nist risk management framework rmf with a
specific focus on cloud computing environments all aspects of the federal risk and authorization
management program fedramp process and steps for cost effectively implementing the assessment and
authorization a a process as well as strategies for implementing continuous monitoring enabling
the cloud service provider to address the fedramp requirement on an ongoing basis this updated
edition will cover the latest changes to fedramp program including clarifying guidance on the
paths for cloud service providers to achieve fedramp compliance an expanded discussion of the new
fedramp security control which is based on the nist sp 800 53 revision 4 and maintaining fedramp
compliance through continuous monitoring further a new chapter has been added on the fedramp
requirements for vulnerability scanning and penetration testing provides a common understanding
of the federal requirements as they apply to cloud computing offers a targeted and cost effective
approach for applying the national institute of standards and technology nist risk management
framework rmf features both technical and non technical perspectives of the federal assessment
and authorization a a process that speaks across the organization

Treaties in Force
2016

an up to date comprehensive analysis of the high yield bond market in asia beginning with a
general definition of high yield bond products and where they reside within the corporate capital
structure this newly updated guide looks at the development of high yield bonds in the united
states and europe before analysing this sector in asia it covers issuer countries and industries
ratings and size distributions and also covers the diversification of the high yield issuer
universe it includes a thorough technical analysis of high yield bond structures commonly
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employed in asian transactions including discussion of the respective covenants and security
packages that vary widely across the region chapters and sections new to this edition cover such
subjects as high yield bond restructuring the new high yield dim sum market and the high yield
placement market shutdown of 2008 2009 finally the book looks at the new characteristics of asian
economies for indicators on how the high yield market will develop there are the near future
offers an extremely detailed analysis of asia s high yield bond market features new and updated
material including new coverage of the key differences between asian structures and united states
structures ideal for cfos of companies contemplating high yield issuance as well as investment
bankers bank credit analysts portfolio managers and institutional investors

After Ethnic Conflict
2016-04-01

in the scramble for africa britain took a lion s share of the continent it occupied and
controlled vast territories including the uganda protectorate which it ruled for 68 years early
administrators in the region encountered the progressive kingdom of buganda which they
incorporated into the british empire under the guise of protection indirect rule and patronage
britain overran plundered and disempowered the kingdom s traditional institutions on liquidation
of the empire buganda was coaxed into a problematic political order largely dictated from london
today 56 years after independence the kingdom struggles to rediscover itself within uganda s
fragile politics based on newly de classified records this book reconstructs a history of the
machinations underpinning british imperial interests in b uganda and the personalities who
embodied colonial rule it addresses anglo uganda relations demonstrating how uganda s politics
reflects its colonial past and the forces shaping its future it is a far reaching examination of
british rule in b uganda questioning whether it was designed for protection for patronage or for
plunder

Risk and Presidential Decision-making
2016-05-20
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today the internet has become a source of information that no country or company can forgo it is
not only used to communicate or entertain but most importantly to operate utilities and public
services such as banking or air traffic as the reliance on computer networks across societies and
economies keeps growing so do security risks in cyberspace referred to as cybersecurity
cybersecurity means protecting information and control systems from those who seek to compromise
them it also involves actors both malicious or protective policies and their societal
consequences this collection of essays provides a better understanding of the risks perceptions
and myths that surround cybersecurity by looking at it from three different levels of analysis
the sovereign state the infrastructure and stakeholders of the internet and the individual the
essays explore such issues as information ownership censorship cyberwars cyberterrorism privacy
and rebellion bringing together expert knowledge from computer science and the social sciences
with case studies it reviews existing policies and practices and discusses the threats and
benefits of living in an increasingly networked world this authoritative analysis of one of the
most controversial and compelling security debates of the twenty first century will appeal to
scholars and practitioners interested in security international relations and policymaking

Federal Cloud Computing
2017-01-05

a definitive scholarly treatment of the eccc from legal and political perspectives

Data Centers and the Cloud
2013

this edited collection focuses on the impact of the changing global distribution of power on the
eu s energy policy and ability to project its approach to energy related issues abroad it maps
the eu s changing position on global energy the impact of various factors on its energy policy
and its relations with russia china the usa and brazil
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A Guide to Asian High Yield Bonds
2013-10-04

laws are essential to the lives of all british citizens and crucial to the survival of british
governments this book follows the work of house of commons bill committees as they scrutinise
legislation and reveals the hidden depths of law making in the british parliament

Protection, Patronage, or Plunder? British Machinations and
(B)uganda’s Struggle for Independence
2019-01-17

the contemporary museum issues a challenge to those who view the museum as an artefact of history
constrained in its outlook as much by professional institutional and disciplinary creed as by the
collections it accumulated in the distant past denying that the museum can locate its purpose in
the pursuit of tradition or in idealistic speculation about the future the book asserts that this
can only be found through an ongoing and proactive negotiation with the present the contemporary
this volume is not concerned with any present but with the peculiar circumstances of what it
refers to as the global contemporary the sense of living in a globally connected world that is
preoccupied with the contemporary to situate the museum in this world of real and immediate need
and action beyond the reach of history the book argues is to empower it to challenge existing
dogmas and inequalities and sweep aside old hierarchies as a result fundamental questions need to
be asked about such things as the museum s relationship to global time and space to systems and
technologies of knowing to the life well lived to the movement and rights of people and to the
psychology permanence and organisation of culture incorporating diverse viewpoints from around
the world the contemporary museum is a follow up volume to museum revolutions and as such should
be essential reading for students in the fields of museum and heritage studies cultural studies
communication and media studies art history and social policy academics and museum professionals
will also find this book a source of inspiration
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Security in Cyberspace
2014-07-31

this incisive book provides a much needed examination of the legal issues arising from the data
economy particularly in the light of the expanding role of algorithms and artificial intelligence
in business and industry in doing so it discusses the pressing question of how to strike a
balance in the law between the interests of a variety of stakeholders such as ai industry
businesses and consumers

Hybrid Justice
2014-02-20

the tale of the bechtel family dynasty is a classic american business story it begins with warren
a dad bechtel who led a consortium that constructed the hoover dam from that auspicious start the
family and its eponymous company would go on to build the world from the construction of airports
in hong kong and doha to pipelines and tunnels in alaska and europe to mining and energy
operations around the globe today bechtel is one of the largest privately held corporations in
the world enriched and empowered by a long history of government contracts and the privatization
of public works made possible by an unprecedented revolving door between its san francisco
headquarters and washingto

EU Leadership in Energy and Environmental Governance
2016-02-25

will ever more sensitive screening tests for cancer lead to longer better lives will anticipating
and trying to prevent the future complications of chronic disease lead to better health not
always says robert aronowitz in fact it often is hurting us drawing on such controversial
examples as hpv vaccines cancer screening programs and the cancer survivorship movement aronowitz
demonstrates that patients and their doctors have come to believe perilously that far too many
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medical interventions are worthwhile because they promise to control our fears and reduce
uncertainty taken from book flyleaf

Making British Law
2015-08-11

the vietnam war lasted twenty years and was the usa s greatest military failure an attempt to
stem the spread of soviet and chinese influence the conflict in practice created a chaotic state
torn apart by espionage terrorism and guerilla warfare american troops quickly became embroiled
in jungle warfare and knowledge of the other side s troop movements communication lines fighting
techniques and strategy became crucial panagiotis dimitrakis uncovers this battle for
intelligence and tells the story of the vietnam war through the newly available british american
and french sources including declassified material in doing so he dissects the limitations of the
cia the nsa the mi6 and the french intelligence the sdece in gathering actionable intelligence
dimitrakis also shows how the vietminh under ho chi minh established their own secret services
how their high grade moles infiltrated the us and french military echelons and the government of
south vietnam and how hanoi s intelligence apparatus eventually suffered seriously from spies
amongst us paranoia in doing so he enhances our understanding of the war that came to define its
era

The Contemporary Museum
2018-09-04

this book presents a study of the international dimensions of the kashmir dispute between india
and pakistan from before its outbreak in october 1947 until the tashkent summit in january 1966
by focusing on kashmir s under researched transnational dimensions it represents a different
approach to this intractable territorial conflict concentrating on the global context s in which
the dispute unfolded it argues that the dispute s evolution was determined by international
concerns that existed from before and went beyond the indian subcontinent based on new and
diverse official and personal papers across four countries the book foregrounds the kashmir
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dispute in a twin setting of decolonisation and the cold war and investigates the international
understanding around it within the imperatives of these two processes in doing so it traces
kashmir s journey from being a residual irritant of the british indian empire to becoming a
commonwealth embarrassment and its eventual metamorphosis into a security concern in the cold war
climate s a princely state of exceptional geo strategic location complex religious composition
and unique significance in the context of indian and pakistani notions of nation and statehood
kashmir also complicated their relations with britain the united states soviet union china the
commonwealth countries and the afro arab asian world this book is of interest to scholars in the
field of asian history cold war history decolonisation and south asian studies

Competition and Regulation in the Data Economy
2020-10-30

this book explains who the four us military services truly are and why they make and execute
policy as they do the book focuses on american civil military relationships explaining why the
services imperfectly satisfy their civilian bosses and why the four services think and act so
differently from one another ultimately the book offers three independent but mutually
reinforcing contributions to the fields of security studies and american civil military relations
first it builds on one of the major theoretical approaches to civil military relations agency
theory and identifies key conditions under which agency theory best explains military service
behavior author jeffrey w donnithorne provides a principled agent model that finds four unique
condition sets that explain civil military dynamics with new clarity second the book exposes the
importance of service culture in civil military relations and offers a rich yet concise portrait
of each of the four us military services the army navy air force and marine corps third the book
offers two important case studies of civil military policymaking these two cases demonstrate the
principled agent framework in action while amply revealing the four services as distinctly
different political actors finally the book offers both conclusions and implications for today s
security environment suggesting likely pathways where the services will diverge in their approach
to current defense issues with theoretical novelty empirical depth and engaging military history
the book aims to reach academics practitioners and general readers alike
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The Profiteers
2016-03

an essential guide to healthcare data problems sources and solutions strategies in biomedical
data science provides medical professionals with much needed guidance toward managing the
increasing deluge of healthcare data beginning with a look at our current top down methodologies
this book demonstrates the ways in which both technological development and more effective use of
current resources can better serve both patient and payer the discussion explores the aggregation
of disparate data sources current analytics and toolsets the growing necessity of smart
bioinformatics and more as data science and biomedical science grow increasingly intertwined you
ll dig into the unknown challenges that come along with every advance and explore the ways in
which healthcare data management and technology will inform medicine politics and research in the
not so distant future real world use cases and clear examples are featured throughout and
coverage of data sources problems and potential mitigations provides necessary insight for
forward looking healthcare professionals big data has been a topic of discussion for some time
with much attention focused on problems and management issues surrounding truly staggering
amounts of data this book offers a lifeline through the tsunami of healthcare data to help the
medical community turn their data management problem into a solution consider the data challenges
personalized medicine entails explore the available advanced analytic resources and tools learn
how bioinformatics as a service is quickly becoming reality examine the future of iot and the
deluge of personal device data the sheer amount of healthcare data being generated will only
increase as both biomedical research and clinical practice trend toward individualized patient
specific care strategies in biomedical data science provides expert insight into the kind of
robust data management that is becoming increasingly critical as healthcare evolves

Risky Medicine
2015-09-16

this volume comprises the principal policy documents and multilateral legal instruments on
international and european criminal law with a special focus on europol and eurojust as well as
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on initiatives aimed at combating international or organized crime or terrorism the texts have
been ordered according to the multilateral co operation level within which they were drawn up
either prüm the european union comprising also schengen related texts the council of europe or
the united nations it is meant to provide students as well as practitioners judicial and law
enforcement authorities lawyers researchers throughout europe with an accurate up to date edition
of essential texts on these matters

Secrets and Lies in Vietnam
2016-05-20

what is the role of water in the conversion of former industrial areas how is water used in
engaging the public to experience these sites both as physical and cultural places can ecological
design foster the coexistence of industry and environment the book addresses these core questions
by examining the impact of the former oregonian industry 1830 1940 on the willamette river
landscape and discussing how projects of transformation interpret the triangular interplay among
industry landscape and water this book is a source of suggestions and ideas for scholars students
and professionals in architecture landscape architecture planning and their related fields who
want to manage the urban landscapes successfully

Financial Services and General Government Appropriations for
Fiscal Year 2015
2015

this paper discusses mauritania s first review under the extended credit facility ecf arrangement
the outlook is positive although considerable challenges remain to achieve high and inclusive
growth vulnerabilities remain elevated and sustained reforms are needed to entrench macroeconomic
stability achieve inclusive growth that creates employment and reduces poverty and improve the
business climate and governance policy implementation has been satisfactory and the program is on
track all end december 2017 performance criteria and eight of the ten structural benchmarks for
december 2017 march 2018 were met the remaining two were implemented with a one month delay the
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imf staff recommends completion of the first review under the three year ecf arrangement

The Kashmir Conflict
2016-06-17

this multidisciplinary book introduces readers to original perspectives on crimmigration that
foster holistic contextual and critical appreciation of the concept in australia and its
individual consequences and broader effects this collection draws together contributions from
nationally and internationally respected legal scholars and social scientists united by common
and overlapping interests who identify critique and reimagine crimmigration law and practice in
australia and thereby advance understanding of this important field of inquiry specifically
crimmigration is addressed and analysed from a variety of standpoints including criminal law
justice administrative law justice immigration law international law sociology of law legal
history feminist theory settler colonialism and political sociology the book aims to explore the
historical antecedents of contemporary crimmigration and continuities with the past in australia
reveal the forces driving crimmigration and explain its relationship to border securitisation in
australia identify and examine the different facets of crimmigration comprising the substantive
overlaps between criminal and immigration law crimmigration processes investigative techniques
surveillance strategies and law enforcement agents institutions and practices uncover the impacts
of crimmigration law and practice upon the human rights and interests of non citizens and their
families analyse crimmigration from assorted critical standpoints including settler colonialism
race and feminist perspectives by focusing upon these issues the book provides an interconnected
collection of chapters with a cohesive narrative notwithstanding that contributors approach the
themes and specific issues from different theoretical and critical standpoints and employ a range
of research methods

Official Gazette
2012-09

this monograph examines and analyses the phenomenon of non binding instruments also known as soft
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law in the law of armed conflict or international humanitarian law it covers the benefits and
drawbacks for states and non states actors as well as their effectiveness and development in the
context of armed conflict

Four Guardians
2018-05-15

assembling compelling and unprecedented evidence political standards accounting for legitimacy
documents how in subtle ways the rules of corporate accounting a critical institution in modern
market capitalism have been captured to benefit industrial corporations financial firms and audit
firms in what is perhaps the only independent overview of the accounting industry karthik ramanna
begins with a history of corporate accounting and an accessible explanation of how it works today
including the essential roles it plays in defining the fundamental notion of profitability
facilitating asset allocation and ensuring the accountability of corporations and their managers
from the evidence ramanna shows how accounting rule makers selectively co opt conceptual
arguments from academia and elsewhere to advance the views of the special interest groups from
this ramanna moves on to develop more broadly a new type of regulatory challenge that of
producing public policy in a thin political market his argument is that accounting rules cannot
be determined without the substantial expertise and experience of groups that by definition also
have strong commercial interests in the outcome political standards concludes with an exploration
of possible solutions to the problem in accounting and that of thin political markets in general
charting avenues for scholarship and practice certain to be an eye opening account of a massive
industry central to the modern business world political standards will be an essential resource
in understanding how the rules of the game business are set whom they inevitably favor and how
they can be changed for the better of society

Strategies in Biomedical Data Science
2016-12-27

the first book to comprehensively describe the history theory and application of prosecutorial
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discretion in immigration law when beatles star john lennon faced deportation from the u s in the
1970s his lawyer leon wildes made a groundbreaking argument he argued that lennon should be
granted nonpriority status pursuant to ins s now dhs s policy of prosecutorial discretion in u s
immigration law the agency exercises prosecutorial discretion favorably when it refrains from
enforcing the full scope of immigration law a prosecutorial discretion grant is important to an
agency seeking to focus its priorities on the truly dangerous in order to conserve resources and
to bring compassion into immigration enforcement the lennon case marked the first moment that the
immigration agency s prosecutorial discretion policy became public knowledge today the concept of
prosecutorial discretion is more widely known in light of the obama administration s deferred
action for childhood arrivals or daca program a record number of deportations and a stalemate in
congress to move immigration reform beyond deportation is the first book to comprehensively
describe the history theory and application of prosecutorial discretion in immigration law it
provides a rich history of the role of prosecutorial discretion in the immigration system and
unveils the powerful role it plays in protecting individuals from deportation and saving the
government resources shoba sivaprasad wadhia draws on her years of experience as an immigration
attorney policy leader and law professor to advocate for a bolder standard on prosecutorial
discretion greater mechanisms for accountability when such standards are ignored improved
transparency about the cases involving prosecutorial discretion and recognition of deferred
action in the law as a formal benefit

Essential Texts on International and European Criminal Law 8th
edition, updated until 1 January 2015
2015-01-27

because of the increasing use of unmanned aerial vehicles uavs also commonly known as drones in
various military and para military i e cia settings there has been increasing debate in the
international community as to whether it is morally and ethically permissible to allow robots
flying or otherwise the ability to decide when and where to take human life in addition there has
been intense debate as to the legal aspects particularly from a humanitarian law framework in
response to this growing international debate the united states government released the
department of defense dod 3000 09 directive 2011 which sets a policy for if and when autonomous
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weapons would be used in us military and para military engagements this us policy asserts that
only human supervised autonomous weapon systems may be used to select and engage targets with the
exception of selecting humans as targets for local defense this statement implies that outside of
defensive applications autonomous weapons will not be allowed to independently select and then
fire upon targets without explicit approval from a human supervising the autonomous weapon system
such a control architecture is known as human supervisory control where a human remotely
supervises an automated system sheridan 1992 the defense caveat in this policy is needed because
the united states currently uses highly automated systems for defensive purposes e g counter
rocket artillery and mortar c ram systems and patriot anti missile missiles due to the time
critical nature of such environments e g soldiers sleeping in barracks within easy reach of
insurgent shoulder launched missiles these automated defensive systems cannot rely upon a human
supervisor for permission because of the short engagement times and the inherent human
neuromuscular lag which means that even if a person is paying attention there is approximately a
half second delay in hitting a firing button which can mean the difference for life and death for
the soldiers in the barracks so as of now no us uav or any robot will be able to launch any kind
of weapon in an offensive environment without human direction and approval however the 3000 09
directive does contain a clause that allows for this possibility in the future this caveat states
that the development of a weapon system that independently decides to launch a weapon is possible
but first must be approved by the under secretary of defense for policy usd p the under secretary
of defense for acquisition technology and logistics usd at l and the chairman of the joint chiefs
of staff not all stakeholders are happy with this policy that leaves the door open for what used
to be considered science fiction many opponents of such uses of technologies call for either an
outright ban on autonomous weaponized systems or in some cases autonomous systems in general
human rights watch 2013 future of life institute 2015 chairperson of the informal meeting of
experts 2016 such groups take the position that weapons systems should always be under meaningful
human control but do not give a precise definition of what this means one issue in this debate
that often is overlooked is that autonomy is not a discrete state rather it is a continuum and
various weapons with different levels of autonomy have been in the us inventory for some time
because of these ambiguities it is often hard to draw the line between automated and autonomous
systems present day uavs use the very same guidance navigation and control technology flown on
commercial aircraft tomahawk missiles which have been in the us inventory for more than 30 years
are highly automated weapons with accuracies of less than a meter these offensive missiles can
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navigate by themselves with no gps thus exhibiting some autonomy by today s definitions global
hawk uavs can find their way home and land on their own without any human intervention in the
case of a communication failure the growth of the civilian uav market is also a critical
consideration in the debate as to whether these technologies should be banned outright there is a
144 38b industry emerging for the commercial use of drones in agricultural settings cargo
delivery first response commercial photography and the entertainment industry adroit market
research 2019 more than 100 billion has been spent on driverless car development eisenstein 2018
in the past 10 years and the autonomy used in driverless cars mirrors that inside autonomous
weapons so it is an important distinction that uavs are simply the platform for weapon delivery
autonomous or conventional and that autonomous systems have many peaceful and commercial uses
independent of military applications

Ghost industries
2018-08-03

the untold story of western intelligence in the middle east have western experts fundamentally
failed to understand the dynamics leaders and culture of the middle east using the most recently
declassified documents interviews and arabic sources the book examines seminal case studies
culminating in sadats dramatic assassination and explores how the most knowledgeable and powerful
intelligence agencies in the world have been so notoriously caught off guard in this region

Islamic Republic of Mauritania
2018-05-30

this book examines the concept of port state jurisdiction in the context of international
maritime law in particular the book focuses on situations where port states have used their
jurisdiction over visiting foreign flagged vessels to apply unilateral domestic law as compared
with the internationally agreed standards enforced by regional port state control organisations
to illustrate the legal issues involved three recent pieces of legislation are analysed in detail
the united states cruise vessel security and safety act 2010 the eu s liability insurance
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directive of 2009 and australia s fair work act 2009 key issues include the legality of port
states attempts to regulate aspects of a vessel s structure or equipment or even certain
activities that may take place before a vessel s arrival in port the author argues that examples
of unilateral measures being imposed by way of port state jurisdiction are growing and that
without active protests from flag states this concept will continue to expand in scope as
international law currently presents very few restrictions on the actions of ambitious port
states such developments may have a significant impact on the future of international maritime
regulation

Crimmigration in Australia
2019-10-10

offering an intervention into larger conversations about local history microhistory and
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